












Tuesday January 16th 1939

Holy Office 284/1939

Concerning the Magazine “In Defence of the Race” Science

documents, debates - Rome 1938

Decision - All presents (Adsessor, Commissarius, Morano, Traglia,

Hudal, Gillet, Cordovani, Santoro, P.Lorenzo, Schaefer, Hürth,

Hudececk, Liburdi, Creusenn, Bigazzi, Promotor Justitiae):

Accordingly to the reporting Judge:

A Decree should be prepared to declare that the Magazine “In Defence

of the Race” contains frequent heresies and attacks against the Religion,

as well articles not compliant with Ethics, and is therefore subject to be

condemned according to can.1399.

An article should be written to explain the anti-religious and immoral

character of the Magazine.

But previously let the Italian Government know through the State

Secretariat that the Magazine, let alone the matter concerning the Race,

contains and propagate errors against Religion: if it goes on like that, the

ready-made and approved Decree shall be published.

Because of the persisting and growing aggression by racist theories,

researches on the Statements about Racism are to be resumed and

carried on.

A warning should be given to Monsignor Beccaria.



H..O. 284/38

Concerning the Magazine “In Defence of the Race” Science

documents, debates - Rome 1938

Advice by Fr. Cordovani Preachers Order

I have examined the articles published by the Magazine, whose editor in

chief is Telesio Interlandi.

More than a scientific periodical, it is the specific argumentative

instrument of the racial policy earnestly and dangerously initiated by the

Italian Government.

The main subjects discussed in this Magazine are the Italian race and

the Jews: the first to be defended, supported, bolstered, the other to be

shamelessly attacked, discredited, and persecuted. Through passionate

polemics the aim is more to fabricate the truth as desired than to identify

it in its objective needs.

Some pages are harmless, but some are heretical and anti-Christian,

meaning less as an inherent value than as a gauge of a mental attitude

and position.

SCRUTINIZED MATTER

It is declared that racism means “defence and preservation of the

multiple values of one's own race against the elements assailing it in

different ways” (p.24 nr.I), that “Italian racism has no theologically

alarming feature” (p.31-32 nr.III) and that its “foundations are and

should mainly be spiritual” (p.28 nr.V). But, in spite of this premises, the

Magazine has published articles which do not lack of anti-Christian

statements.



ERRORS

1) The Christian religion has softened populations into cowardice.

Just attributing it to the 19th century poet Leopardi, it is stated:

“every individual would still have now his vigorous self-esteem,

had not the so-called Christian civilisation and religion worn him

out step by step, reducing peoples and individuals into cowardice,

while making them hospitable to foreigners and forgetful of the

greatness of their own descent” (p.42 nr.III).

2) Clerical Dionysus. “The gift of creation and of letting humans

really enjoy his sight was given by God to the Greeks, neither to

the sacerdotal communities, nor to the Jews. “The people comes

to life when mankind gets out of the mystic phase and of the

priestly nightmare and enters an existence of willpower and action.

“The rule of philosophers and priests begets only tyrants… “The

word of Christ was written in Greek, but had it remained Greek…

it would have drowned in initiatory heresy… “The word of

Christ… discovered in Rome an empire, a senate, a magistracy of

the world which became the empire, the senate and the magistracy

of the Church itself…” (p.45-46 nr.VI)

3) Faith is not Catholic (?) . “Even if the Italian Army is Catholic –

since Catholic is not the faith, but the marrow of the Italian

civilisation -- nothing prevents an officer from being an atheist and

from educating his children without the faith, which we think is

extremely rare and inconclusive” (p.62 nr.VI)

4) The Divine is found more in the heathen Classics than in the Bible.

“Take those texts that only a wicked curse taught to be considered

profane… they gather everything divine which could be dreamt of

under the great Mediterranean sun by the breed of our ancestors,

maybe the most divine dream in this earthy corner of the universe:

our Classics, Homer, Pindar, Virgil, the Greek dramatists…



consider, on the other hand, the sacred texts of Israel: the Old

Testament, the Talmud, the Zoor…” (p.12 nr.I)

5) Yahweh’s will. “It’s the personal will of an empty god in his

absoluteness contrasting with nature and humans: it has nothing to

share with the Aryan Foetus developing from the infinite life of the

universe…” (p.13 nr.II)

6) The Aryan and the Semite. “To an Aryan the universe is

architecture… Cruelty is an essential part of the heavenly hymn of

life, the sword should be unsheathed when required by destiny,

with the healthy and calm manliness of the warrior pushing his

blade in the enemy’s blood and feeling to obey the divine harmony

of a higher cosmic justice” (p.13 nr.II). “The Semite is totally

different: he wants to unsheathe the sword just out of hatred or

revenge and to be the only one to rule on the death of others”

(p.13 nr.I yr.2).

7) Religion and Racism. “Every people has the religion which derives

from its racist psychology…” “The faith of the Jewish people

doesn’t acknowledge of any minimal freedom for the individual

and eradicates from his conscience the feeling of honour in its

Aryan meaning, to the extent that the Jews deny any honour to all

other peoples” (p.36 nr.1 yr.2).

8) Religion as an obstacle to greatness. “What greatness can exist

without illusions? The reason is the enemy of nature… (p.38 nr.II

yr.2) This is a quote attributed to Leopardi’s Zibaldone, in a page

headlined “The religion is an obstacle to greatness”.

9) Race and Catholicism . Reader’s question: “How can’t a youngster

primarily see in racism a reborn cult of nature, mystic and pure…?

Why tolerate a religion which demeans life?” Editor’s answer:

“This young man doesn’t realize that Rome was born and was

Catholic before Christ and that’s why it was Rome who founded

Catholicism… “Dear reader, you can’t jettison 20 centuries of



Catholicism , that is of Italian civilisation or of civilisation tout-

court, just because a priest hasn’t been a good teacher of yours in

being opposed to the question of race? “Don’t you know that it

was the priests who let us become anti-clerical and irreligious? It

was our fault to believe that they were to be saints: when you

realize them to be mistaken, just think that they are not saints.

“Look up in Leopardi’s Zibaldone for an answer to your doubts”.

(pp.46-47 nr.II yr.2) How can Leopardi’s Zibaldone be raised in

conflict with Catholicism up to the dignity of a text apt to

illuminate the conscience of a youngster upset in front of racism!

+++++++++

REMARKS

1) Mons. Beccaria, chief chaplain of His Majesty the King and Emperor,

has written a note with “devoted and affectionate” regards to the editor

in chief of this Magazine, describing it as “so meritorious about Italian

affairs” and attaching the amount of his subscription together with his

“best felt wishes”. The note is published in relief at p.62 nr.VI yr.1 of

the Magazine itself.

2) Destruction of the Jews. After making the hypothesis that in

Germany they want to destroy the Jews the editor writes: “it doesn’t

matter if this is good or bad, useful or useless, advisable or not” (p.9

nr.V).

3)Latins. “The concept of a Latin racial brotherhood is baseless” (p.21

nr.V)

4) Consanguinity. “Contrary to common belief and widespread popular

tradition, it isn’t true that consanguineous marriage brings about diseases

in general and degeneration of the family lineage: on the contrary this

kind of union has genetically proved the fittest to keep intact the purity

of a race” (p.30 nr.V).



5) Jews. “They have always repudiated the military service. They have

tried all the time to escape it… Defeatism is essentially a theological

doctrine since it dates back from the Deuteronomy (p.14 nr.VI). “The

Church has always prayed for the Jews to be converted or even

confounded…! (p.20 nr.VI). The Magazine says that the Jews’

conversions are never sincere, that they want to grab the control of the

world, that even the diseases supposedly prevailing among them are to

be ascribed to their own fault. As a justification for oppressing the Jews,

the Magazine attributes to them all the evil that they have made and that

is ascribed to them. The Jews are accused by the racists to have

committed what the racists themselves want to do with this campaign

that makes race a discriminant, so to arouse hatred and war. One should

wonder if their real aim is raids instead of race! Confronted to such a

reasoning nobody could think to escape a death sentence. It has to be

added that some derisory cartoons against the Jews are really despicable

and indecent.

CONCLUSION

The attack against the Jews ends up with being an attack against the

Religion of both the Old and New Testament. Behind the curtain of a

strong and healthy lineage so many falsifications are disseminated among

the people so to constitute a real danger for the Catholic doctrine in

front of a resurrecting paganism. No word about the healthy and

sufficient feeding of a part of mankind, no word about cultivating those

human and Christian virtues which prevent the waste of energies and the

spread of genetic infections. Even less mentioning of private and public

morality which restrains and funnels brute force, so not to muddle up

the brave and the criminal. Here everything is about a wilful militarist

spirit and a conqueror’s pride, while the history of heathen Rome is



presented as the mould of all the virtues of the new Aryan and Italian

man.

In front of this heap of doctrines and facts, our doctrinal statement is

weak: we do not even dare to express our thinking on the question of

racism. What can we suggest about this Magazine? Taking into account

the heated and threatening situation at present, I don’t dare to propose

to blacklist it to the INDEX because of the dangerous storm that could

therefrom arise, but I would deem it necessary a vigorous statement

about the Catholic doctrine on race, and a substantiated criticism of this

Magazine, which under the banner of a healthy and strong lineage

disseminates unbearable errors and heresies.
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